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Abstract: Scientific research is becoming increasingly data centric, which requires
more effort to manage, share, and publish data. NOMAD is a web-based platform that
provides research data management (RDM) for materials-science data. In addition to
core RDM functionalities like uploading and sharing files, NOMAD automatically ex-
tracts structured data from supported file formats, normalizes, and converts data from
these formats. NOMAD provides an extendable framework for managing not just files,
but structured machine-actionable harmonized and inter-operable data. This is the ba-
sis for a faceted search with domain-specific filters, a comprehensive API, structured
data entry via customizable ELNs, integrated data-analysis and machine-learning tools.
NOMAD is run as a free public service and can additionally be operated by research
institutes. Connecting NOMAD installations through the public services will allow a
federated data infrastructure to share data between research institutes and further har-
monize RDM within a large research domain such as materials science.
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1 Introduction

In large research communities like materials science, researchers use many methods,
instruments, tools, and workflows to produce large volumes of heterogeneous data
files. The contained data describe semantically related research objects (like samples,
materials, measurements) and it is believed that all combined data hold great potential
for data re-use and artificial-intelligence-based solutions (therein including data min-
ing and machine learning) [1], [2]. This is clearly being acknowledged not only by the
research community but also by funding agencies, which are increasingly demand-
ing coordinated efforts in research-data management (RDM) and the availability and
longevity of open data by preserving and documenting all produced research data and
metadata. This is the core mission of the German National Research Data Infrastruc-
ture (NFDI).

While individual researchers struggle with organizing and analyzing an increasing
amount of data, communities face new challenges in making data Findable, Accessi-
ble, Interoperable, and Reproducible (FAIR) [3]. Collecting large amounts of heteroge-
neous files in generic repositories is not enough. Three key factors to FAIR data are
(1) combining data with metadata and (2) putting all data into machine (and human)
comprehensible and interoperable representations [4], [5], and (3) making the respec-
tive data-analysis tools accessible and let users directly execute them onto the stored
data.

In this contribution, we present NOMAD, a distributed web-based platform for man-
aging, sharing, and publishing FAIR data, based on rich domain-specific metadata and
a homogeneous machine-comprehensible representation of data. NOMAD addresses
RDM in two ways. First, it improves the data-centric workflows of individuals, labora-
tories, and research institutes by formalizing data acquisition, organizing and sharing
data, homogenizing data for analysis, and integrating with analysis tools. This way,
NOMAD provides the incentives and tools for research individuals to efficiently prepare
FAIR (meta)data. Second, NOMAD allows researchers to collaborate on and publish
harmonized data and serves communities as a repository for FAIR data.

2 NOMAD software and service

NOMAD allows users to upload and manage files similar to other data repositories, e.g.,
Zenodo [6]. Beyond that, NOMAD also processes uploaded files and extracts machine-
actionable data from over 60 formats and atomistic-computation codes and over 70
experimental techniques and applications by supporting the NeXus standard [7]. All
processed data follow a schema that defines how the data are hierarchically struc-
tured, cross-referenced, and aggregated. This schema is called the NOMAD Metainfo.
It defines a general domain-independent superstructure, as well as highly detailed,
specialized data from specific methods, tools, and programs. The NOMAD schema
and processing can be extended by the community to support an ever-increasing num-
ber of file types. NOMAD simply provides the framework and interfaces to harmonize
data from heterogeneous sources. Furthermore, the NOMAD schema can be used to
define workflows and Electronic Lab Notebooks (ELN) to augment data from files with
structured data entry by human researchers; see also Figure 1.

NOMAD can run containerized tools such as Jupyter notebooks directly on data.
This allows users to implement, run, and share their analysis tools alongside the an-
alyzed data. The ability to run analysis tools in the browser, without installation, and
specifically configured for a respective dataset lets researchers not just share data and
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analysis results, but the analysis itself and thereby drastically increases the reusability
of data.
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Figure 1. NOMAD provides a framework and interfaces for managing files alongside automati-
cally extracted (meta)data.

NOMAD is built on open standards. For example, users can curate and publish
datasets with a DOI and metadata based on DataCite [8], dataset metadata can be
exported in various semantic web formats and is based on the DCAT vocabulary 2.0
[9]. NOMAD offers all computational results via the OPTIMADE [10] API specification.
Other APIs are based on OpenAPI Specification [11]. Normalization of processed data
if performed with widely accepted community software packages like MatID [12], ASE
[13], or pymatgen [14].

The NOMAD software is used to operate a public and free NOMAD service that al-
lows everyone to share and publish materials-science research data under the Create
Commons Attribution License (cc-by) 4. This public NOMAD service contains as of
April 2023 the data of over 12 million individual materials-science simulations and an
increasing number of entries describing materials-science experiments. NOMAD is
publicly available since 2014 and includes data from over 500 international authors.
NOMAD includes the data of existing materials-science databases such as the Materi-
als Project [15], AFLOW [16], OQMD [17], EELSDB [18], and the Perovskite Database
Project [19], thereby overcoming heterogeneous database interfaces and providing all
data with a singular API and in a common data representation.

The NOMAD software can also be independently operated by universities and other
institutions to support local data management with independent data policies. Such
self-managed installations are called NOMAD Oases, to distinguish them from the pub-
lic NOMAD service. A NOMAD Oasis might be required when an institution needs to
significantly customize the software for their needs, data volumes are too large to be
conveniently transferred over the public internet, or if there are concerns about privacy
or security. There will be the possibility to transfer data between different installations,
and in order to adhere to the FAIR principles, the data (or at least metadata) in these
Oases would ideally be made available to the public NOMAD service. NOMAD Oasis
is used already by 15 research institutes and can be freely used under the Apache 2
open-source license.

The NFDI consortium FAIRmat develops NOMAD to build a federated FAIR-data in-
frastructure [1] (Figure 2). The NOMAD service will act as a central FAIRmat portal
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Figure 2. Distributed use of NOMAD in FAIRmat’s federated data infrastructure.

that will allow for accessing the data managed in NOMAD installations of participating
institutes. NOMAD’s processing and shared data schema provide harmonization and
interoperability, while its distributed nature ensures findability and accessibility across
institutions. The potential to reuse and recontextualize data across a large heteroge-
neous community should provide the incentives to further extend the schema, process-
ing, and data analysis to foster continuous data harmonization.
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